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 Moira McCullough  00:00

Welcome to the College Scoops podcast. I'm your host, Moira McCullough. And today we
are talking with Christine McGarry about how to prepare your students with executive
functioning skills necessary to succeed in college.

Christy McGarry  00:11
If they're senior or junior, I mean, take the time right now and say, Look, once a week, I'm
going to have a time set aside for you to just come tell me things. And I'm not going to
respond, except very calmly. But here's a time where you can just come and tell me
anything. And I'm just going to listen, something like that could really set up more
communication for the future to allow students to feel comfortable calling you if they're
struggling or if they need a little more support.

 Moira McCullough  00:47

This is the College Scoops podcast and I'm your host, Moira McCullough, we focus on
everything college related from the admissions process to where to eat, stay and explore
on and run campuses. Our guests include founders, educators, authors and experts in the
college space. Join us as these experts share their knowledge, experiences and lessons
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learned to help you have stress free, informative and tasty college journeys. Whether it's
your first or last child going to college, or you're just interested in going to a college town
for a game or male, we've got you covered. If you haven't already, please subscribe to the
College Scoops podcast to get the inside scoop on everything college related and leave
us a review. Thanks to all of our sponsors partners in the entire College Scoops
Ambassador team for helping us bring valuable content to our community. If you would
like to support college scoops as a sponsor, please head over to
patreon@patreon.com/collegescoops and sign up as a sustaining listener, insider or
Deluxe sponsor. We have exclusive benefits for our members free ebooks and even a
College Scoops care package. Christy McGarry is the Co-founder of Propel Smart an
educational consulting firm for students of all ages with learning differences. Prior to co-
founding Propel Smart, Christy spent 12 years working in education granting her firsthand
experience in adolescent development and learning. Christy, thank you so much for
joining us on the College Scoops podcast.

Christy McGarry  02:19
Hi, thank you for having me. This is great to be here.

 Moira McCullough  02:22

Well, you and I just met a short time ago at the virtual spring into summer IECA
conference and you were one of the first people to stop by the College Scoops virtual chat
rooms. Thank you so much for introducing yourself and Propel Smart your business that
you founded with a co founder to the college scoops team, you and your team focus on
executive functioning skills required to succeed in high school and college. So we invited
you here today to talk a little bit more about that with our audience.

Christy McGarry  02:54
I'm really thankful to hear all that you have to offer that I can share with my clients. And
I'm happy to be here.

 Moira McCullough  03:01

Well, Christy, first off, you're a mom, and you run a business. So can you just share with us
a little insight into who you are and how you started your business.

Christy McGarry  03:13
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Christy McGarry  03:13
I started out as a special ed teacher, and I loved that. And then I had kids, and one of my
kids has ADHD. And I learned that the amount that I was able to offer at school and that
other people are able to offer at school is still not always enough for parents at home to
help with executive functioning side and helping kids be able to succeed beyond just what
they get at school. So that started the first portion. And beyond that I started learning
more about the college and career aspects of it and how I could apply executive
functioning to college counseling as well. And that really that transition, it's so important
to to have some good executive functioning skills. So what are some of the common skill
sets that you help students with that you see people struggling with? So it's hard to fully
narrow it down because every student is different. But often when parents come to me
they want to know about time management, working memory, flexible thinking, emotional
regulation, and planning and prioritizing. Those are some big, big ones that affect your
everyday life, at home at school, and especially transitioning to college.

 Moira McCullough  04:36

What are some of the tools, techniques, strategies and the framework that you use when
you first start working with families? So for instance, like time management, many
students have difficulty with this particular executive function. So how would you start
working with a family on time management?

Christy McGarry  04:54
So we start out I started getting to know the student and what they need, and we do have
for a student who really is struggling in high school, we have a full curriculum that we will
go through with them. If it's a student that has one aspect they're struggling with. So we'll
say time management, we set it up to help the students succeed. So with their
smartphone, we might go ahead and get an app on there that's going to help them, you
know, show them how to use Google Calendar, because that's something they can work,
work with in a career, they can work with a college, we're going to have a visual space
somewhere in their house that will help them keep track of what they need to do. So I can
work in all aspects of their lives wherever they need the most help. But we also the role
playing is really huge. That just the conversation, I want you to visualize this situation.
Now let's work backwards, what do you need to do to make that happen at that time? So
a lot of practice that that allows them to do it more naturally, when no one is there talking
them through it will definitely I mean, when you're in high school students have their
parents they have some type of structure, and a more one on one focus potentially at at
school with teachers being more involved smaller class size, a learning specialists that
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may be working with them, to help guide them with organization and time management
skills. So any student leaving high school and going into college, it's a huge shock, there's
first time living away from home for many, there is more of a mentality of advocating for
yourself and trying to, you know, work through some of these issues. So trying to work with
students beforehand in high school to set up a proper routine and structure and
framework so that they can take that and suitcase that to a college campus is really
important. So that's what you're kind of working with students to provide and also with
parents so that they have the framework to help their students from afar should they need
that as well. something as basic as I need to go to bed at a certain time. So I can get up in
time for class the next day is something that takes planning, prioritizing time
management, emotional regulation, to stop yourself from doing what you want to do, to
get the tasks done that need to happen. So it's actually something that we think is kind of
basic, takes a lot of executive functioning, and freshmen in college don't always do that as
naturally right away. It's something they have to work at.

 Moira McCullough  07:32

Do you continue to work with students, once they're at school is that something Propel
Smart does?

Christy McGarry  07:37
Yes, we'd be willing to, for the most part, the goal, though, is to set them up with the
framework and the structure ahead of time so that they can launch and succeed on their
own. We definitely have, we say our email and our phones are always open, if you're
struggling, give us a call. But for the most part, the goal is that the students can become
more independent by the time they're in college.

 Moira McCullough  08:01

So in terms of working with the with the students, and getting them in a framework, where
you say, Okay, here are the steps, you're going to get your coursework, and you're going
to look at your curriculum for the year. And you know, certain test dates and when certain
papers are due, so let's work backwards. And this is kind of how you would approach
psychology 101 and that class, and how you would set yourself up for success from Day
one. Absolutely, taking a look at that syllabus. And not every student not every high
school class has syllabi, so that might be new to students. So you're going to get all your
assignments ahead of time and the teachers not necessarily going to tell you as each
thing is due it is your job to look back and know when things are due. So you're not the
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night before scrambling, Oh, my gosh, this is suddenly Do you have a plan? You know, a
research paper, a research paper takes hours of research as well as hours of writing. So
you need to break that into chunks. You can't do that all in one night the night before and
do a really great job. So that's something where they need to learn how to chunk it, how to
break it up and when to start it. And are you also working with parents to kind of help
them with the support system that they would need to help their student succeed?

Christy McGarry  09:30
Absolutely. That is part of it. It's a student who's struggling with executive functioning in
high school. The goal is to go from, we're working pretty closely with both the parent and
the student to eventually we can let go and the parents have some tools in place so they
can keep working with their students. And they get them in a routine and then they can let
go and let the student do it themselves. That's the overall goal.

 Moira McCullough  09:54

Well as parents, we're always trying to help our kids but as you know with someone who
has a degree in special education, sometimes what parents are trying to do is actually not
helping the student but adding to the stress. So it's important to kind of take a step back
and help parents help their students in a way that is effective.

Christy McGarry  10:16
Yes, most parents aren't doing something detrimental. But the main thing is that the goal
is to make the students become independent. And so, as a parent, I mean, that's
something I struggled with, when my students, my children were younger, I always would
do for and remind. And I was always on top of everything they were doing, it needed to
become where the students are on top of it. And I might be there still, as a scaffolding, oh,
wait, did you remember, but not till they already really should have started it so that they
had the chance to succeed on their own. So that's one of the biggest things that parents
can do.

 Moira McCullough  10:55

I know, as a parent, when working with my kids, sometimes it was frustrating as you need
a lot of patience. And I found myself doing the task to complete it faster. And it was easier
than spending the time explaining it to my kids. So you need to give them the space and
time to accomplish these tasks on their own, and allow them to succeed individually.
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Christy McGarry  11:21
Right, they surely need a chance to struggle, and then succeed on their own, they might
need a chance to struggle and have you just lift them up a little so they can succeed. And
then next time, they might be able to succeed a little faster. So it's as a as a coach, I'm
there is one part of scaffolding parents are the next. And then eventually you want to take
that scaffolding away and let them succeed.

 Moira McCullough  11:47

So Christy, what are some recommendations you have for parents to help them help their
son or daughter to live on their own transitioning to college.

Christy McGarry  11:58
So as a parent, some of the early things, that you just if you can teach them, some of the
life skills they're going to need in college, so that that's not a struggle, in addition to
getting assignments in on time and being on their own the first time, make sure they know
how to do laundry, make sure they know who to go to for help before they need help.
Make sure they have resources in place. And it yes, you but some other people, some
people like college that could help them, you know, where is the Resource Center, go
through some of those things initially, so that when they get to college, and they have a
moment of struggle, they won't struggle as much or they'll know where to go. But the
things like laundry and how to manage money, that is huge. And we do actually work with
students on that if that's something that they aren't already familiar with. That's
something we'll work on within that that ATM fees, cost money every time you take it out.
So really think about how often do I need money? How much can I take out right now?
How am I not going to pay, you know, going there every night to get $20 out is not the
smartest way of managing my money.

 Moira McCullough  13:11

As you're talking about some of these basic life skills, I'm thinking back to several
conversations I've had with my kids and other parents. And I've often heard that there are
some situations obviously, that students incur additional stress, transitioning at college,
and some of them are due to the basic life skills that we as parents thought they had
down. But in actuality, they don't. And they have caused additional stress, or, you know,
anxiety in the transition months. And a great example of this is the ATM story that I have
with my kids when one of my kids went and took out $20. And then they saw how much
the service charge was for that particular withdrawal. And it created a whole discussion
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on financial management, what's the best way to manage your money and maybe taking
out small withdrawals of 20 with service charges of $3 is not the right way to do it going
forward. So it's just a great lesson and a great conversation I have preferably before in the
summer months before the child heads off to school.

Christy McGarry  14:18
Right planning and prioritizing is a skill that is needed for that. So let me plan what do I
need money for for the next couple of weeks? Can I take that out? Now?

 Moira McCullough  14:27

It's almost looking at it as you said you're working with them on money management, it's
looking at, okay, here's a budget, you have x for the semester, what is it going to cost you
on a monthly basis, then break it down to a weekly basis. So if that's what you need for
the week, you know and think about everything that all factors into your weekly budget.
And those are some of the things that I think are so helpful. If you discuss beforehand. You
mentioned something else that I really like and I tried to do this with my kids. Starting
back in middle school, I always said, you know, you have an advisor, you have your
teachers and advisor, but I want you to pick somebody, anyone, coach, advisor, music
teacher, that you could go to, if something bothered you, and that you didn't want to tell
me, but you need another adult in that school system to go to to trust that you could ask
for help. And we did it in middle school, we set it in, you know, the same thing in high
school. But I think that's very important. As you said, in college, it's very important to have
someone that you trust and can go to, and that's hard as a freshman, because you don't
right away know anyone.

Christy McGarry  15:39
I would start by making sure your student knows where the health center is. They know if
they needed counseling for anything, how they would go about getting it because there is
a lot of anxiety and depression among college students that has grown over the years.
And so the opportunity to know how to get help if I need it as far as mental health. And it
doesn't have to be major. It doesn't have to be you know, I'm really depressed, but I'm just
an anxious things aren't going the way I planned, I need a little help right now. Where
could I go to get that help, or academically I'm struggling, where can I go to get that. And
then remind them as you said, to try to look for a professor, or maybe someone at the
academic advisory someone that can help them if they need it, and that they can get to
know and trust. If you do have a learning disability, there's usually a disabilities office
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where you would go to get a letter of accommodation, okay, which is a very important
thing to get. If you do need accommodations for school, the student has to get it, the
student has to show why they need it. So they have to have documentation. And then the
student has to bring that letter to the professor. Not all students want to do this parents
can't do it anymore. They're over 18, it is all on the students. The important part of that I
would say is really encourage your student to get that letter of recommendation, or
accommodation, sorry, at the beginning of the year, even if they don't want to bring it to
their professor right away.

 Moira McCullough  17:15

So you've hit on another topic, the documentation that one needs before they arrive on
campus, because we know it's made virtual, which will even could be more challenging for
some students. So how are you working with some students now, as they say, I might not
be on campus, my college is starting virtually, are you having those discussions on how to
reach out to support systems?

Christy McGarry  17:38
Yes, they would need to call their the office has different names in different campuses, but
their disabilities office there is an office of a commendation or something like that. And if
they call now, they can do virtually get everything set up, send in a diagnosis if they need
to, and get the letter of accommodation. If they are not comfortable telling their
professors at the beginning of the year that they need accommodations, they don't have
to, they can start out and just see how it goes. Because some students don't want to be
different, they don't want to show that they have this and they think they can do it. And
maybe they can. But by reaching out to that office, getting everything documented, that
takes longer. So doing that upfront, making sure you have the letter of recommendation.
And also, the point that you had brought up before that I'm circling back to, you may
make a point of contact there of someone who could help you if you were struggling. So
usually, if you're working in that office, you have some compassion. So you know that
might be a good person to reach out to if they're struggling right now, in school.

 Moira McCullough  18:44

And those letter of accommodations, they're, they're timely, right, you may have had one
for high school.

Christy McGarry  18:52
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Christy McGarry  18:52
In high school, you had an IEP or a 504 plan. Those are no longer in effect. And you don't
have an IEP or a 504 plan. Again, that's up through 12th grade only. Okay, once you get to
college, it's a different, it's not idea anymore. Now it's a different part of it, it's now making
sure that people with disabilities have the accommodations they need to succeed. But
they have to show they can access the curriculum fully. So in high school, some students
maybe only have to do a portion of the work. In college, that's not going to be the case,
they're going to have to do all the work, but they may get some extended time to do it, or
extra time on a test. So there are still accommodations that can be in place. But it's not
going to be the same as it was and it's not going to be parent and counselor and teacher
LED. It's going to be very student led. So the student has to reach out and ask for it as
much as possible. If the Parents can encourage that in high school, to be the ones to
approach their teachers, talk to their teachers and ask for accommodations if they need
them. That will get them prepared for college.

 Moira McCullough  20:17

Have you heard about Anchor, it is the easiest way to make a podcast and it's free. You
can use their own creation tools to record and edit your podcast right from your phone.
Anchor will distribute your podcast for you. So it can be heard on Spotify, Apple podcast,
iTunes, and many more. You can make money from your podcasts with no minimum
listenership. If it sounds easy it is because it is, here's how you do it, download the free
anchor app, or go to anchor.fm to get started. So that's a lot of the discussion that you're
having right now, with your students that are heading off to you know, just that constant
reinforcement of you know, there are people there, there's you will succeed, but don't be
afraid of asking for Yes, that help, whatever it may be.

Christy McGarry  21:08
Absolutely. And advocating for yourself is so important. And that is a skill that we also
practice, you know, when is it necessary to advocate for yourself? How do you go about
doing it? Again, the role playing the discussion is ongoing for that. And it's, it's hard for
students often in college time, because they really do want to blend in or want to be a
part of the group and and they're now meeting new people, they don't have a support
network yet. So it can be hard. So we really practice, we talk through all those things. We
talked about how with the supports that can be in place, they actually can stand out less
in many ways, you know, because they're succeeding more?
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 Moira McCullough  21:54

Well, it's interesting, because when we talk with our student ambassadors, and we always
ask them, what do they wish they knew. When they were freshmen, many of them said, I
wish I had the confidence really, in the sense that everyone is going through this for the
first time. But everyone you know, you come on campus, you look at social media, and the
perception is different. But it really isn't everyone is nervous, many going away for the first
time, many artists trying to do things for the first time that they haven't, like, open up a
bank accounts. So everyone's in it together. And knowing that should put students at ease.

Christy McGarry  22:30
Absolutely. And when you think of things like COVID-19 right now and parents, and
students get very panicky about what they're going to put on college applications with all
of the activities being shut down. And that's also a reminder, we're all in this. This is
everyone that has to deal with this. So let's take a breath. Colleges understand if all you
can do is get through day to day right now. That's what you need to do.

 Moira McCullough  22:57

Are there certain schools that you think they've just got it right in terms of the way they're
set up and structured to help students with learning differences?

Christy McGarry  23:07
There are so many, I could never name them all, there are many that do a great job. There
are some very hands on landmark college is stands right out. And that is amazing, and the
support and structure they put in place. And their ability to move students from meeting
that support structure to by senior year really not needing it. It is really amazing. That
whole school though it is you need a diagnosis to attend that school. So that is not a
school for everyone. But that is an awesome, awesome school and a great opportunity for
students who really need that structure right up front. And some go there just for a year or
two and then transfer somewhere else and some stay there till senior year. So that's pretty
amazing. Beyond that there are a lot of colleges that have a program in place. So Damon
college, has a great autism program in place. American University has a great learning
disabilities program in place. I'm trying to think off the top of my head. Hofstra has some
great programs. There are some wonderful colleges out there all over the country
University of California. Irvine has a really good program.
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 Moira McCullough  24:25

Yeah, I know a lot of them too. As you said they may have the programs in place or many
of them are now obviously offering their wellness center nutrition. You know, the gyms I
mean, I saw a couple schools with Wellness Center. I'm like, Why weren't they there when I
was applying?

Christy McGarry  24:41
Colleges have come so far since I've been there. They have so much to offer students and
it's wonderful and that's something that you want to pay attention to when you're looking
at colleges if you can, if you're not right at the end, now you're starting out looking
definitely pay attention to what resources are in place beyond just academic support.

 Moira McCullough  25:01

And somebody that we talked to, in another episode mentioned, not only whether the
school has the departments and programs, but also think about where they're located to,
in terms of the distance, you know, to the housing, where the campuses and then you
have to really sit with a student and say, Okay, now it may be a mile walk, is that
something that you're going to do when you should be going and meeting with them once
a week? or once a month?

Christy McGarry  25:27
And do they have Uber? And do they have opportunity? shuttles on campus? Yes, exactly.
There's also colleges that have different ways of learning University of Arizona is one that
has introduced multiple streams that you could take, you can go all in person, you can do
part in person and part online, all online, that was before COVID, that they started that.
And then within that they have some levels of support that can really help. And it's a more
unique program, they've really come a long way in the last 10 years is it called the salt
program

 Moira McCullough  26:04

I had read about them. And they do it well to address a multitude of ways to help different
students who learn in a different manner. Yes, executive functioning skills. So any other
tips that you would give to a parent, then as they're sending their students off,
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Christy McGarry  26:19
The most important thing is to open those lines of communication. Make sure your
student is comfortable talking to you, if they're senior or junior, I mean, take the time right
now and say, Look, once a week, I'm gonna have a time set aside for you to just come tell
me things. And I'm not going to respond, except very calmly, and just nod along and listen,
I'm not going to nag you, I'm not going to be annoyed at you, I'm going to really rein in
my emotions during that time. It doesn't mean I might not need to nag you or remind you
of things throughout the week. But here's a time where you can just come and tell me
anything. And I'm just going to listen, something like that could really set up more
communication for the future to allow students to feel comfortable calling you if they're
struggling or if they need a little more support.

 Moira McCullough  27:08

Absolutely. I think maybe that might be something that every family probably Institute
right about. Now you have a time where you just come and listen, everyone has their
soapbox for five minutes.

Christy McGarry  27:18
Yes, I would do this one on one with a student, not as a whole family and just really give
them individual time. But especially those juniors and seniors that are going to be they're
really close to being on their own. It's so scary is that is?

 Moira McCullough  27:32

Well, I think as a parent to you do your job, right? And this is something that you've been
prepping for your whole life. And then you get nervous, both as a student and as a parent,
did I do my job? And are they going to be fine, but you did it. So just hang tight? And let
them kind of show you and make you proud. But you have to let them do it in their own
way. Not everyone is the same? Absolutely,

Christy McGarry  27:53
Yes.

 Moira McCullough  27:55
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So help us out because every day, every minute, we're hearing that there are schools that
are moving to online. And I know having spent the summer and the spring with my two
college kids home and my high schooler who's now a rising senior, it was definitely an
adjustment for us. Everyone trying to pick a room where they could get access to a zoom
call with the virtual environment, online learning any tips that you can share with us?

Christy McGarry  28:22
So the nice part now is that you might know now, it's not set in the way it was in in March.
Good point. So it's time to take a look, where can I set up a good space? How can I
organize a room that is quiet, and that has everything I need and that I'm not going to be
distracted by other things I should be doing. So right behind me because in our household,
my office has been taken over by my husband, because he's now also working from home.
I'm in my daughter's closet. And this is a just a stand that I put up and it's just keeping
everything separated. And you just have to find a quiet spot where you can work and you
can be private. And then organizing schedules. Make sure everyone knows when do I
really need it quiet. When does my student really need it quiet? When can we be in
common areas together laughing and joking. And we're not going to be disturbing
someone.

 Moira McCullough  29:26

Such a great point and something that as you said, you may know now So figure out those
spaces that will make you also kind of happy it's it may be a room that you're going to be
in if that closet, it looks quite nice crusty. So you've done it yet. Find a space where you
you can think without being stressed about that actual environment that you're in, right.
Okay. I love that communicating with the other people in the home, about schedules
figuring out when the time that you absolutely need to be focused and an acquire
environment so that everyone else knows and can support you. With everything else. I
think it's having that conversation that's free flowing so that expectations are set. And I
think sometimes that's where we fall kind of short. And it's the easiest thing to do up front.
But we kind of forget about that. And then afterwards, we try to think, wait, if we had just
communicated that, at the beginning of the week, I would have known not to walk into
that conversation on Thursday at 11.

Christy McGarry  30:30
Yes, and one thing to consider also is just sitting down at the beginning of the week, what
does the schedule for the week look like? And then each day, make sure there's reminders
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of this is what's important. But if you can set most of it, at the beginning of the week, it
kind of gets everyone on the same page.

 Moira McCullough  30:48

I like that. And then also, when we talked about, I'm going to revert back to the reaching
out, I know going on to college websites, it's been hard tracking information, we have so
much information that you're almost I am overwhelmed, challenged by finding that right
department. So it is okay probably to help your student find the resources that they will
need ahead of time. And, as you said, encourage them to reach out and advocate for
themselves before they need the service. And before it becomes a crunch time. And they
need help for a test.

Christy McGarry  31:24
If you find out suddenly that this test is going to be all written and you write slowly. And
that's it's not that you can't do it and you know all the information, but you write very
slowly that's or type slowly, or there's some reason that your disability makes this take
longer. If you wait until the day before, you're not going to get that letter of
accommodation in time. If you already have that in place, you can go to the professor the
day before and say, here's my letter of accommodation. I know the information, but it's
just going to take me a while to be able to put it all in paper to go from my head to the
paper. So I just need time and a half and a space to do that in and they will accommodate
you mean hopefully you've talked to the professor more than the day before. But at least
you could if you had to in a crunch if it's if the accommodations done ahead of time.

 Moira McCullough  32:15

Perfect. Christy, what do you wish you knew before you attended college.

Christy McGarry  32:20
I was very stubborn. So from a young age, I knew what I want it to be. And while I still do
love that part of me wishes I had explored more options. In college or before college just
to know what was out there is from a very small town. I knew what I saw more than
anything else. And so I just didn't use that opportunity to explore to the extent I wish I had.
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 Moira McCullough  32:44

Well, I think that's really great advice for also students right now because I think some are
so focused on whether it's the GPA, or I don't know if I can take this class on photography,
or maybe I would like to look at sports management, but it doesn't fit into my curriculum
because of whatever I keep on trying to remind my kids like, well, that's the point of going
to college to to take something that interests you not just for the grade, but really take
something because you never know what you might learn.

Christy McGarry  33:14
Yes, that is what I wish I had done. I'm a foodie who loves to travel. So are there any
campuses where you have had a particular meal or dessert that you think I can't wait to
get back to? So I love when they have to soft serve ice cream. I am a total sucker for ice
cream. I just love it.

 Moira McCullough  33:31

It doesn't matter. It's wherever. Right you just make a beeline? Yes, I tell you I'm an ice
cream person. And I do love the rich and creamy but sometimes a soft serve is just hits the
spot just right. Who knows we may be running into each other on a college campus
running for that saucer. That sounds great. Thank you so much for joining us today and
sharing your insights and helping both students and parents prepare for supporting other
than the next academic adventure whether it's in high school or in college.

Christy McGarry  34:01
Thank you so much for having me today.

 Moira McCullough  34:05

Many thanks to Christy for joining us today. I really enjoyed our conversation and all the
helpful information Christy shared with us set aside a time to talk with your students now
in high school to learn what they are enjoying are struggling with. Open the lines of
communication to help prepare them for college. And encourage your students to solve
their own problems advocating for themselves in and out of the classroom are lifelong
skills that will ensure their success in the future. You can find all of our show notes and links
to the helpful resources mentioned throughout our conversation on our website at college
scoops comm slash podcast. You can learn more about Christy and Propel Smart on their
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website at Propel Smart on Facebook and Instagram. Please take a couple minutes to
rate review and subscribe to College Scoops. Thank you for listening into our College
Scoops podcast. Our entire College Scoops team strives to make the college journey a
little bit easier, less stressful, fun and tasty by sharing all the inside scoops we have
curated along the way. We would love to hear from you about topics to cover and your
ideas and everything college related. Reach out to us at collegescoops.com or follow us
on Instagram, Twitter, and Facebook.
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